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Introduction and Objective  
 

Qatar’s population has seen a rapid increase since the early 2000s due to the influx of 
expatriate workers seeking to benefit from the economically rising nation. Population data 
shows that Qatar’s population has increased about 2.5 times since 2006. This surge in 
population has taken its toll on the tiny nation as long queues have become a common sight 
almost everywhere. Shopping centers and chain grocery stores are especially problematic as 
checkout lines at peak times can be dauntingly time consuming. EZ-Bill provides an effective 
solution to this problem. Checkout lines are time consuming as each item purchased by the 
shoppers has to be scanned such that the total cost can be computed. Reducing the time spent 
in scanning all the barcodes of the items would significantly reduce the waiting times in 
checkout lines. This project involves the development of a prototype system that would allow 
shoppers to create a list of items that they have bought, along with the price information and 
then simply pay the total amount due at the checkout, instead of scanning each item’s barcode 
at the checkout counter.  

EZ-Bill consists of a sensing unit known as an EZ Mobile Scanner mounted onto a platform on 
the middle row of aisles such that it can easily move back and forth horizontally. The scanning 
unit’s position is controlled via switches that are placed at set distances. The switches are 
connected to a motor that actuates the platform along the aisle. The EZ Mobile Scanner 
consists of a barcode reader, a RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) card scanner, and an LCD 
monitor displaying the user interface. The RFID card connects each customers to a cloud based 
storage system that stores their individual shopping list. The barcode reader fetches item data 
from the store database. When a customer spots an item of their liking, they can simply press a 
button and the EZ Mobile Scanner will move to the position of the switch. The customer can 
then scan the barcode for the item that they would like to purchase. Ideally, the display on the 
EZ Mobile scanner would prompt the user to choose whether they would like to view 
information regarding an item (such as price, weight, nutritional information, manufacturer, 
and so on) or purchase it. If the customer wishes to view the information, then the EZ Mobile 
Scanner will fetch the information from the database and display it on the LCD Monitor. If the 
customer would like to purchase the item, the EZ Mobile Scanner would save the price 
information on the customer’s shopping list. The RFID card ensures the unique identity of every 
shoppers list. The EZ-Bill system keeps adding in items that a customer purchases into the 
shopping list until the customer has finished shopping. Then the customer walks to the 
checkout area and scans their RFID card to pay the total amount due without waiting in long 
lines that move at a snail’s pace. 

The EZ-Bill system allows for a faster and more peaceful shopping experience where the 

customer simply looks for their items, pays, and leaves. Moreover, it allows the customer to 

have more control over their purchases and they can cancel any item without facing the social 

awkwardness of asking the checkout cashier to cancel an item. Furthermore, EZ-Bill would also 

allow customers to preserve their privacy in terms of their shopping items. 
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System Description 
 

The MEEN 433 class project implemented embodied a mechatronic system that would allow shoppers to 

pay for their items as they go, instead of waiting in long queues in checkout lines. Figure 1 below shows 

the completed system. The design shows a small scale prototype version of the initially proposed design. 

Due to time constraints, implementing a full scale system would not be feasible, hence the model 

version was developed.  

 

Figure 1: Completed EZ-Bill prototype design 

 

The system was conceptualized such that the scanning platform would move to the position of the 

customers, and this position would be determined by the use of switches that control a motor to move a 

pulley-cart system along two aluminum struts. The following list shows the main components of the 

mechanical part of the design.  

- Aluminum struts: Two aluminum struts with length of 1 m were available at the Texas A&M 

University at Qatar Mechanical Engineering Laboratories and were borrowed to implement the 

design concept. Aluminum struts were chosen as they would provide modularity and would 

allow extra components to be mounted on with ease. Moreover, the struts also facilitate in the 

motion of the cart, as it the cart can use bolts and sliders to slide inside the groove of the struts. 

This method of motion would eliminate the need for using wheels, which would result in a 

larger and more complicated system design. The chosen design of sliders moving the cart along 

the grooves also facilitates in the implementation of the pulley actuation system as the friction 

between the smooth sliders and the metallic surface is relatively lesser than a wheel based 

system. Moreover, the sliders also provide a more stable platform as the cart moves and this is 

necessary as electrical components of the system would have to be mounted onto the cart.  

 

- Cart: A 12x20 cm rectangular cart was designed as a platform to carry the electrical equipment 

that is part of the design. The cart was designed as a plane surface so that components could be 

easily mounted on. Most electrical components have slots for fastening using screws, hence the 

wooden platform could be effectively used in combination with self-threading screws to mount 

any electrical components. The wooden platform also provides a non-conduction surface that 

prevents short circuiting in the electrical components. The cart was manufactured using laser 

cutting machines installed at the mechanical engineering workshops.  
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- Pulley system: In order to actuate the cart along the aluminum struts, a pulley system was 

designed such that pulleys made of plastic wheels used in the Parallax Boe Bot kit would be 

used. The pulley system simply uses thread connected to the cart to pull it along the struts. The 

pulley system was mainly chosen due to its simplicity as it would only require a single motor to 

provide actuation with reasonable speed.  

 

- DC Motor: The pulley system would be actuated by a DC motor that would be mounted onto 

the aluminum struts using custom designed wooden mounts. The mounts were designed to fit 

tightly around the motor such that they would resist the reaction torque produced in the motor 

during its operation. 

 

- Toggle Switches: Toggle switches would be used to move the cart to the position of the switches 

and this feature was included as a user friendly feature such that the cart would move to the 

position of the customer once they would like to purchase or inquire about an item using the 

electrical components mounted onto the cart. The switches are connected to the motor through 

an Arduino Uno microcontroller so that the rotation of the motor could be controlled to ensure 

that the cart would move to the position of the switch each time it is pressed.  

 

Apart from the mechanical components mentioned above, the designed system also includes several 

electrical components that are crucial for the overall functionality of the system. The following list 

shows the electrical components that were used in the system. Please refer to Appendix A for a 

complete parts list including pictures of the individual components. 

- Arduino Uno: The Arduino served as the core component that provided control and integration 

for all the electromechanical components being used in the system. The Arduino also delegated 

the power supply to the various components. The microcontroller on the Arduino was 

programmed using the Arduino IED to provide control of the arithmetic and logical operations 

being carried out. A total of four Arduino Uno boards were used: two were used to provide 

interface between computers and the designed system, one was used to control the motor 

actuating the cart, and one was used to control the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) 

system.  

 

- USB Host Shield: The USB Host Shield is required to connect USB peripheral devices to the 

Arduino. The Host Shield allows several devices to be connected onto the Arduino, such as, 

keyboards, mice, video game controllers, digital cameras, mass storage devices, and so on. 

These external components greatly enhance the operational capabilities of the Arduino. For the 

designed system, the USB Hose Shield was used to connect the barcode and RFID scanners to 

the Arduino board.  

 

- USB Barcode sensor: Barcode sensors are able to read information stored in barcodes such that 

it can be processed. Barcodes are a vital component in the consumer industry, as they are 

extensively used to access product information, such as the price and this information is used in 

point of sale terminals to access product prices to create the bill and also to keep inventory. 

Barcode scanners would be used in this project to scan the barcode of items and then access the 
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product information stored in the database. The customer would scan the barcode of the items 

and then depending on the selection, the price of the item could be retrieved or it could be 

stored in the purchase list of the particular customer.  

 

- Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): RFID sensors have become common in many day to day 

applications, such as gate access control, vehicle tolling, transport fare systems, and so on. RFID 

sensors read information stored in RFID cards or “keys” and then the computer program could 

decide how to use the stored information. In this project, RFID sensors would be used to identify 

each customer such that product information regarding their purchases could be made exclusive 

to the particular customer.  

 

- Sparkfun XBee Kit: The Sparkfun Xbee kit enables devices to wirelessly communicate with each 

other using the XBee module. The XBee Shield mounts onto Arduino shields and draws power 

from the Arduino board. For this project, two Xbee Arduino shields were used as data 

transmitter and a micro Xbee USB shield was used as a receiver that is connected directly to the 

PC (checkout station/counter). 

 

- SainSmart LCD: An LCD board consists of a small screen that can be used to display any 

messages that are output from a code. The LCD board connects onto existing pins on the 

Arduino and uses power from it. In the project, the LCD was used to display messages for the 

customer, such as, “Please scan RFID card” would be displayed when the customer would need 

to scan their card, and “Press R to continue or L to cancel” could be displayed to the customer in 

order to give them a choice of whether they would like to scan more items or terminate their 

order and so on. The LCD provides an interface between the user and the program and allows 

for interaction between the two.  

 

- H-Bridge: An H-Bridge consists of four transistor switches that can be used to reverse polarity of 

a motor or stop its rotations, as per requirements. An H-bridge was to control the direction of 

the motor being used to operate the pulley mechanism.  

Procedure 

Software Setup & Configuration 
In order to operate the different modules in this project, the following pieces of software were used to 
program hardware and create the user interface: 

 Digi XCTU: Used to configure the Xbee wireless communication receiver and transmitter. 

 Arduino IDE: Used to program the microcontroller  

 Python Shell IDE: Used to manipulate data files (customer bills) and to create a graphical user 
interface (GUI)  

These pieces of software required additional configurations to be able to perform functions required by 
the EZ-bill system. For example, Arduino IDE required the installation of additional libraries namely 
AddicoreRFID, LiquidCrystal and USB host Shield 2.0 to be able to program the RFID card reader, the LCD 
panel and the USB shield connected to the barcode reader respectively. Python IDE required the 
installation of Tkinter, os, sys, serial libraries to be able to create graphical user interface, interact with 
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the operating system to open and print files (bills), create files and access serial ports respectively. The 
Digi XCTU required configuring the emitter and receiver modules used in this project to make the radio 
modules compatible with each other in terms of data address and other parameters. Please refer to 
Appendix B for an illustration of how to configure the modules using XCTU as well as the parameters 
specified for the transmitter and receiver modules. 

 

Setting up the mechanical system 
The first step in setting up the mechanical system was to create a computer aided design (CAD) model 

that would allow for design modifications to be implemented easily. The design was created based on 

knowledge of available equipment and desired functionality. The CAD model created for the system is 

shown in Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2: CAD model of the mechanical system. 

The first component that was assembled for the mechanical design were the aluminum struts (available 

at the Texas A&M University Controls and Automation Lab). The struts were connected to each other 

using a bolted plate. A 5V DC motor was mounted onto the aluminum struts using mounts that were 

laser cut from 3 mm wooden sheets. The cart would be used to mount electrical components of the 

system, such as the Arduino, USB Host Shields, sensors, and the XBee Shield. The cart was also 

manufactured using laser cutting and sliders (already available with the aluminum struts) were attached 

to provide motion along the track. The motor was connected to the push button switches and an H-

Bridge through an Arduino to provide control. A code was then developed to control the motors such 
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that the position of the cart is controlled by the switches. A flow chart showing the code for controlling 

the cart is shown below.  
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Code Development 
 

The following Figures (3 and 4) show the flowcharts that illustrate the logic behind the programming 

that was used to complete the task at hand. Figure 3 shows the schematic for the master and slave 

Arduino boards that are used to provide separate communication link between the main computer and 

the sensors mounted onto the cart. However, the master and slave configuration makes the slave 

module communicate only when it is commanded to do so by the master module. Figure 4 shows the 

flowchart showing the logic behind the code that is used to control the DC motor that operates the 

pulley mechanism. Details of how the codes work are provided in the Discussion section.  

Start

Prompt customer to 
press “buy”

“buy” button 
pressed?

Prompt customer to 
scan ID

ID scanned? Cancel?

Prompt Customer to 
Scan Products

Barcode 
scanned?

Cancel?

Continue 
Shopping?

Yes

No

Yes No

No

Send ID to Counter 
to initiate 

transaction

Yes No

 

Start

Key pressed?

Wait for user to scan 
the barcode?

Read barcode 
characters

Is barcode 
complete?

Send barcode 
wirelessly to the 

counter

End

yes

no

yes

no

Indicate to the 
Master module that 
the barcode is read

 

Figure 3: Flowchart showing the logic behind the master (left) and slave (right) modules 
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Start

Specify Input 
(switches) and 
Output (motor) 
communication 

channels

Specify current 
position by pressing 

switch

Compare current 
position to new 

position determined 
by switch

New position > 
current position

New position = 
current position 

New position < 
current position

Move clockwiseMove anticlockwise

Stop moving

End 

Yes Yes

No

Yes

No

No

 

 

Figure 4: Flowchart showing the logic behind the control of the cart 
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The figure below shows the state machine of the system. The main station consists of all the Arduino 

boards and the sensors used. The main station sends instructions to the RFID sensor and barcode 

whenever the user scans the card and barcode respectively. The main station is also responsible for the 

user interface on the LCD Screen as well as fetching data from the database and creating the bill. 

 

 

Figure 5: State Machine for the overall system design 

 

Results 
Upon running the system with test data including RFID cards numbered from 1 to 5 and random product 

names and cost values assigned to random barcodes as shown in Appendix (C), the following results 

were obtained. The GUI below shows up as soon as the App is run.  
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Figure 6: The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of EZ-Bill 

 

The user then clicks on “checkout” button and scans the RFID card. If the user presses on any other 

button before scanning the RFID card, the following error message is displayed.  

 
Figure 7: Error message for using the app without scanning the RFID card 

As soon as the customer scanned the card and pressed on show receipt, the app opens up the bill (txt 

file) assigned to the customer’s ID and the bill has all the details of the products that the customer 

checked out during his/her shopping trip. An example of the bill produced during one of the test runs is 

shown below. 
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Figure 8: Bill displayed to the customer during a test run 

 

Discussion 
 

The mechanical system (pulley and cart) was actuated using a DC motor that was connected to an 

Arduino Uno and an H-bridge to control the direction of the motor rotation. The motor was coded in 

accordance with the logic shown in Figure 4 of the Results section. The actual C script for the code used 

to operate the pulley system motor is shown in Appendix E.  

The code starts off by specifying integer variables: pos1, pos2, and pos3 for the position of the cart 

corresponding to the three switches. The current position (“current”) was also initialized to state that 

the cart would start off at pos2. The next step in the code was to setup the input pins, which would be 

used to take input from the push buttons and the output pins which would be used to communicate 

with the H-bridge. The push buttons were connected to pins 10,11, and 12 of the Arduino board. The H-

bridge was connected to pins 2 and 4.  

A function called “move1” was created to control the direction is which the cart moves, depending on 

the switch pressed. The function starts off by specifying the difference between two integer values: the 

current position of the cart “current”, which was specified at the beginning of the code and the “pos”, 

which is the new position that the cart should go to, depending on the switch pressed. This difference 

between the current and new position is used to specify the direction of rotation of the motor. If the 

difference is positive, that means the new position value is 3 (“pos3”) and therefore the cart moves to 

the right to the position of button 3. Conversely, if the difference is negative, the cart moves in the 

opposite direction as before to go to the position of switch 1. The opposite direction is specified by 

flipping the output pins for the H-bridge. If the difference between current position and the new 
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position is equal to zero, both outputs to the H-bridge are set to LOW and the cart remains stationary. 

Therefore, if the cart is at the position of switch 2 and the same switch is pressed again, the cart remains 

at that position.  

Next the repeating program (“void loop”) was specified; the repeating program initially sets up the 

motor to be stationary by providing LOW voltage to both the pins of the H-bridge. It is to be noted that 

the switches being used are normally at HIGH state, hence the switch being pressed would correspond 

to a LOW state. An if loop is used to specify the tasks that should be performed when any one of the 

three buttons is pressed. If “button 1” is pressed and attains low state, the program specifies position 

value of 0 to the “move1” function and the cart moves to position 1. Otherwise if “button 2” is pressed, 

the position value 1 (“pos2”) is input into the move1 function and the cart should remain stationary. 

Lastly, if “button 3” is pressed, the cart moves to position 3. The exact code lines can be found in 

Appendix F. 

The master module’s code functions on the basis of the logic established earlier in figure 3. Firstly, the 

code displays a welcome message asking the user to push the Select button to start a transaction. The 

buttons are read through a connection with the analog pin A0 and a function called “read_LCD_buttons” 

which returns a button choice based on analog reading from pin A0 since the buttons are connected to 

different resistors, thus, each sends a unique identifiable analog voltage value. Once the button is 

selected the system goes into a while loop for ID scanning which does not exit from until either the user 

presses on cancel or the card is actually read. Once the card is read, the ID is transmitted to the receiver 

through serial connection and the code goes into another while loop for barcode scanning and also exits 

from it on two conditions only; customer pressed cancel or barcode scanned. Since the barcode scanner 

is actually connected to the slave module, a digital pin connection was established between Analog pin 

A2 in the master module and digital pin 6 in the slave module to return high when the barcode is read. 

Once the barcode is read, the code continues to display a message asking the user to choose either to 

scan other products or finish transaction. Choosing to continue will direct the code into the same while 

loop established for scanning the barcode. It is worth noting that pressing cancel at any point of time 

during the run terminates the whole process and goes back to the welcome message. Detailed code is 

included in Appendix D.  

The Slave module’s code also works on the basis of the logic illustrated in figure 3.  The code runs on an 

imported function called Usb.Task() which checks the status of the usb connected device and performs 

the specified function for each input parameter. For this project, the barcode reader reads the barcode 

in the form of keyboard strokes such that each character read represents a key stroke. The functions 

responsible for detecting keyboard presses are called OnKeyDown and OnKeyPressed. The function 

OnKeyPressed was modified to translate barcode strokes to characters and adding those characters into 

an array which is then parsed through using a for loop in order to concatenate the barcode characters 

into a single string variable. This barcode string is then transmitted through serial communication to the 

checkout station and the slave module toggles the state of the digital pin connected to the master 

module indicating that the barcode has been scanned. Detailed code is included in Appendix E.  

The python codes for graphical user interface and serial communication both operates on infinite loops. 

The first loop receives data from the Xbee transmitter and logs these data (barcode + ID) to text files 

(bills) and the second one receives data from the RFID card reader connected to the PC and from the 
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Graphical User Interface shown to the user then display the output (bill) to the customer through the 

PC’s display monitor. Detailed codes with guiding comments can be found in Appendix G and H. 

 

Conclusion  
 

Integrating an electronic system into the shopping experience opens up room for many more 

conveniences for the customer. However, there are a number of improvements that can be made to the 

model to make it more effective. One such improvement would be to use a proximity sensor to control 

the position of the cart. A proximity sensor system would enhance the user experience even further. 

Moreover, the integration of a smart display unit (e.g. tablet) into the Mobile Scanner to interactively 

view additional information regarding an item such as price, weight, nutritional information, 

manufacturer, available colors, similar products and so on would make the experience more immersive 

for the customer and is also likely to increase sales as the customer would have more information about 

the product. Another important aspect that can be easily included is an anti-theft system. This system 

would work by tracking the total weight of the items that a customer purchases during their visit and 

this total weight would be compared with the weight of the bagged items at checkout. A weight sensor 

can be placed at the checkout to measure the total weight of the items on the customers shopping list 

and the bagged items.   

The EZ-Bill project allowed students to not only develop an innovative means of solving a major problem 

faced by that Qatari society, but it also involved extensive hands on experience with the concepts and 

applications relating to the field of mechatronics. Students used the basic knowledge learned in the 

course as a stepping stone to tackle a problem which was based on methods that were not looked into 

in class. The project taught the students how to establish wireless communication between hardware 

and software and transmit data to perform tasks on two or more machines that are not connected 

physically. The project involved a range of complex tasks, such as programming and using barcode and 

RFID sensors, which were not looked into in the course, moreover, integrating the control of individual 

components to create a working system proved to be a challenging task. Numerous troubleshooting 

sessions had to be undertaken in order to ensure proper functionality of the system. This process 

enabled the students to develop their problem solving and engineering skills. The concept of wireless 

communication would also prove effective for the students in their career paths, as Internet of Things is 

a rising field with a vast scope.  
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Contributions  
Table 1: Contribution matrix for the group 

Task 
Doaa 
Awad 

Mostafa 
Rasllan 

Muhammad 
Bilal 

Brainstorming project idea        

Researching about existing solutions        

Research regarding the required parts       

Proposal writing        

Procuring required equipment        

Generating Computer Aided Design model    
 

  

Assembling mechanical system    
 

  

Testing mechanical system    
 

  

Troubleshooting mechanical system        

Programming barcode sensor  
  

  

Programming RFID sensor   
  

Combining RFID and Barcode sensor  
 

  
 

Setting up wireless communication with computer  
 

  
 

Setting up user interface  
 

  
 

Troubleshooting overall system        

Writing up project report        

 

Doaa Awad Mostafa Rasllan Muhammad Bilal 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A – Parts List 

Part Qty. Photo Part Qty. Photo 

RFID 
Card 

Reader 

2 

 

12V DC 
Motor 
with 

Encoder 

1 

 

Arduino 
Uno 

4 

 

Sainsmart 
LCD 

Shield 

1 

 

USB 
Barcode 
Reader 

1 

 

L298 H-
bridge 
Drive 

1 

 

USB Host 
Shield  - 
Arduino 

1 

 

4-cell 
battery 
holder + 
batteries 

1 

 

Xbee 
Wireless 

Kit 

2 

 

Pulley + 
Shaft 

2 
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Appendix B – XCTU Configuration 
 

 

 

  Parameter Transmitter Receiver 

PAN ID 6555 6555 

DH 0 0 

DL 0 1 

MY 1 0 
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Appendix C – Testing Data 
 

Barcode Product Details Cost 

 

Tea Packet 12.5 

 

Coffee Packet 23.5 

 

water 12.25 

 

Cappuccino 100.75 

 

Nescafe 211 
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Appendix D – Master Module Code 
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Appendix E – Slave Module Code 
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Appendix F – Cart Actuation Code 
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Appendix G – Python Code for Serial Read & Data Manipulation 
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Appendix H -  Python Code for Creating the GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
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